
In more than 35 years of automotive 
engineering, IAV has gained experience 
with complex systems and developed 
many digital tools and methods – from 
engineers for engineers. This guarantees 
that all tools are not only state of the art, 
but also easy to use.

List information is generated constantly during the engineering process, in the form 
of Excel spreadsheets, extracts from CAD programs or exports from databases. The 
information is also changing all the time. For example, parts are always being added or 
removed. Some lists become almost unrecognizable in next to no time. Furthermore, 
it is often necessary to compare lists from various sources with completely diff erent 
structures. While Excel spreadsheets are often used for engineering, production plants 
then have their own systems for the pilot production phase. This all makes manual 
comparison very diffi  cult.

IAV has recognized great potential for optimization here and therefore developed the 
IAV Flexmore product family. It consists of two main components: Flexmore.Compare 
permits fl exible comparisons of diff erent list types. Quickly and with little eff ort, the tool 
produces an overview of the diff erences between the lists, thus making analysis easier. 
Flexmore.WeightCalc is used for analyzing weights and for determining engine 
DIN weights, thus permitting objective comparisons, for example of subsequent 
CO2 emissions.

IAV Flexmore is constantly optimized at IAV and can easily process lists with more than 
two million rows and more than 1,000 columns. The tool closes the process gap between 
development systems for pilot and volume production and has already proven its worth 
in numerous projects.

IAV Flexmore
Quick and easy list comparisons, processing and analysis
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Flexmore.Compare

Flexmore.WeightCalc

Flexmore.Compare
The tool is used for comparing any kinds of lists, such as bills of materials or planning 
lists. The order of the columns is not important because the tool ensures that contents 
that belong together are assigned before processing begins. Flexmore.Compare can also 
be used to transfer certain contents from one list to another, for example to add planning 
data to engine structure data. 

Four steps produce results in next to no time:
1. Import lists
2. Defi ne column assignment
3. Confi gure comparison settings
4. Evaluate results

Advantages:
• Swift import and comparison of all kinds of lists
• Lists processed regardless of format and structure
• Simple possibilities for confi guring the comparison
• Intelligent row assignment based on defi ned criteria
• Immediate display of the comparison results
• Highlighting of identical items, items with modifi cations and items 

in just one of the lists being compared
• Comparison results can go through defi ned analysis, evaluation and 

further processing (e.g. splitting and merging comparison partners)

Flexmore.WeightCalc
This tool enhances performance in the weight management process. Weight information 
from bills of material is analyzed, checked according to various criteria and evaluated. 
Weight drivers are identifi ed, errors detected and evaluations provided at the press 
of a button. The work process is standardized and the quality of weight management 
is improved.

Advantages:
• Automatic, standardized list evaluation including extensive plausibility checks
• Swift, automatic calculation of DIN and functional group weights
• Reliable processes for weight monitoring throughout the whole project period
• Weights are compared with other projects by linking to the list comparison 

with Flexmore.Compare

The IAV Flexmore family
To optimize work processes, we work with you to develop your specifi c application cases. 
You profi t from these features:
• Swift, simple comparison of lists regardless of the format
• Standardized, convenient processes for reliable evaluations
• Evaluation tracking at any time during the project period
• Comparisons with other evaluations
• Replaces manual tasks

Our IAV Flexmore tool closes the process gap between development systems for 
pilot and volume production. Profi t from our many years of experience integrated in 
the product development. IAV Flexmore has already proven its worth in numerous 
engineering projects.


